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1. – MACHINE LEARNING VS DEEP LEARNING:   
 
Given an input image or signal, the traditional machine learning paradigm is based on the extraction of features from the input that 
are relevant to solve an assigned task, like classifying the image/signal within a set of predefined semantic categories. Then an 
Artificial Intelligence (IA) model is used to classify the image/signal using the values of the extracted features. The mathematical 
operations for feature extraction (descriptors or feature extractors) are normally designed by experts with a good domain knowledge. 
In this sense, traditional computer vision-based machine learning systems made use of visual descriptors whose goal was to obtain 
a compact representation of each input image, while being characteristic of the shape, texture or colour (among other aspects) of the 
depicted elements. Gabor filter banks or Local Binary Patterns (LBP), for instance, were frequently employed to extract textural 
information; likewise, histogram-based features computed on transformed colour spaces were common image colour descriptors.  
 

 
Fig. 1. Classical computer vision algorithm comprising hand-crafted feature extraction followed by a machine learning algorithm 
 
Given For example, in our seminal work for plant disease identification [1], we extracted both textural (LBP) and colour features 
(mean and variance on the Lab colour space) of automatically selected candidate regions that appeared to be damaged. This 
algorithm required the manual design of visual disease descriptors that could transform the high dimensionality of the input into a 
reduced set of numbers describing each blob of the image that might be susceptible of presenting a disease.  
 
As the reader can imagine, adding new diseases without substantial accuracy drops started to be gradually more complicated and, 
besides this, the discriminative power of the handcrafted descriptors was not good enough to successfully identify more complex or 
subtle diseases. This is caused by the inherent trade-off between the discriminative power of any given descriptor and its robustness 
against variations in those aspects of the visual appearance that are irrelevant -or even an obstacle- for an effective classification, 
e.g. lighting, complex backgrounds, target object deformations, etc. After including several additional modules to address some of 
these issues, the resulting algorithm obtained a Balanced Accuracy (BAC) of 0.80 for three different diseases. Nevertheless,  when 
migrating it to a deep learning-based model [2], the algorithm’s flow diagram experienced a substantial simplification and the 
performance improved to a BAC of 0.91. Our current deep-learning algorithm for this task has a BAC of 0.99, thanks to another 
benefit of the deep learning paradigm: its nature as an extremely flexible common framework to integrate and fuse multiple inputs of 
distinct modalities (e.g. the information concerning the diseased crop identity) or yield various simultaneous predictions at the output 
[3]. 
 
But why are not those features extracted using domain-tailored descriptors, together with strong machine learning algorithms such 
as XGBoost [4], Support Vector Machines or Random Forests [5] able to compete with deep learning’s feature learning capabilities? 
The answer is indeed in the very definition of deep learning. According to the definition given in [6] by the recent Turing Award 
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recipient Yoshua Bengio, “deep learning methods aim at learning feature hierarchies with features from higher levels of the 
hierarchy formed by the composition of lower level features. Automatically learning features at multiple levels of abstraction allow 
a system to learn complex functions mapping the input to the output directly from data, without depending completely on human-
crafted features.”. This means that deep learning methods can learn the most relevant features for a given task and thus, optimally 
solve the problem. Therefore, deep learning models act as optimal hierarchical feature extractors, which is especially relevant for the 
upper layers in the hierarchy, i.e. those corresponding to the highest semantic abstraction level. 
 
The ImageNet [7] natural image dataset comprises more than 1 million images structured in 1000 different classes. The image 
classification task consists on identifying, for a given input image, the corresponding category. Figure 2 shows the different filters (i.e. 
feature extractors) learnt by a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) in each of its layers after having been trained for such 
classification task over ImageNet. The filters in the first layers correspond to either color opposition detectors or different kinds of 
edge detectors, resembling the chromatic information coding in opponent channels and the border extraction processes (in different 
orientations and frequencies) taking place in the lower layers of the visual cortex. Moreover, these filters also resemble the Gabor 
Filter Banks used for texture detection and Lab color channel that were used on classical computer vision systems to manually 
design visual features to feed machine learning models. 
 

 
Fig. 2. Features and filters extracted by a CNN when trained over ImageNet dataset. The filters learnt in the first layers are 

associated to low-level concepts such as colour oppositions and edge detection, whereas high level filters are associated to more 
abstract concepts related to the task at hand. Image credit: [8], [9] 

 
The capability of the stacked convolutional layers of a Deep Neural Network (DNN) to extract filters that can hierarchically describe a 
given input data for a given task can also be applied or adapted to many other types of data. We recently published a paper [10] 
where we analysed the benefits of applying deep learning instead of machine learning to analyse the electrocardiogram (ECG) 
signal to decide if a cardiac arrest patient needed a defibrillation shock.  
 

2. - AN ALGORITHM TO DETECT LETHAL VENTRICULAR ARRYTHMIA 
 
Out-of-hospital cardiac arrest (OHCA) is one of the leading causes of death, with a global average incidence of 55 cases per 
100.000 person-year. Lethal ventricular arrhythmias trigger cardiac arrest, and they can only be effectively reverted through an 
electric defibrillation shock. Automated external defibrillators(AED) are simple devices conceived to be used by lay persons, 
consequently the must have an algorithm that analyses the patient’s ECG to decide whether or not to deliver the defibrillation shock. 
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Fig. 3. Examples of shockable and nonshockable ECG rhythms from a Holter (left) and from OHCA patients (right). 

 
When the shock/no-shock algorithm identifies a shockable rhythm the AED delivers the shock, to revert to a normal heart rhythm. 
Otherwise, the device instructs the rescuer to continue with cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR). The accuracy requirements of 
shock/no-shock algorithms to secure a safe use of the AED were fixed by the American Heart Association (AHA). Nonshockable 
rhythms should be detected with a minimum specificity (negative class) of 95% to avoid unnecessary shocks, and shockable rhythms 
with a minimum sensitivity (positive class) of 90%.   
 
In our article, we reproduced a previous study that analysed the best combination of classical ECG features developed during the 
last decades for the detection of shockable rhythms. Those handcrafted descriptors had been designed to detect distinctive 
characteristics of the ECG during ventricular arrhythmia, such as waveform irregularity, the absence of narrow or wide QRS 
complexes (the ECG waveform deflections associated to ventricular contraction), smaller bandwidths, and higher ventricular rates 
among others.  
 
We decided that, rather than using the pre-existing classical features, we would design a new DNN comprising convolutional layers 
to automatically learn optimal filters for our problem, and recurrent layers to model the temporal dependencies of the ECG. And we 
developed and tested deep-learning and classical machine learning methods to classify ECG data recorded by Holters closer to the 
onset of cardiac arrest, but also to classify OHCA data recorded several minutes after the cardiac arrest had occurred (see Figure 3). 
The first noteworthy result was that the deep learning method had a higher accuracy than the machine learning methods based on 
human expert knowledge built over several decades (see Figure 4).  Moreover, deep-learning required shorter segment lengths for a 
reliable detection, and the differences in accuracy were larger in the most difficult scenarios, namely the classification of OHCA data. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Comparison of the accuracy for a classical machine learning, a CNN only and a CNN+Recurrent Neural Network. 
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The benefits of  our DNN-based approach were more clearly revealed when we projected a selection of the handcrafted features 
over a two-dimensional self-projection [11], and then repeated the procedure with the highest level feature embedding from the DNN. 
Figure 4 shows how features from our DNN solution show a substantially better class-separability when compared with the 
handcrafted ones, which explains the better classification results obtained using a DNN approach. 
 

 
Fig. 5. Analysis of the separability of handcrafted features and the features from our DNN solution. 

 
3. - CONCLUSION 
 
The great descriptive power of DNN architectures and their capabilities to hierarchically describe complex data and signals into high 
abstraction levels make them suitable to automatically extract optimal features for the given task.  
 
These algorithms are able to extract those features without human intervention, which might be of critical importance. For instance, 
in May 2019 scientists at MIT published [12] a paper  on breast cancer detection, where they used mammography images that had 
already been analysed by radiologists. Notably,  they did not train the DNN by using the diagnosis report as ground truth, but the 
patient’s health status 5 years later. The generated models extracted patterns and a high-level description of the image that allows 
diagnosing cancer risk 5 years before the regular diagnostics could be made. This was impossible with handcrafted features based 
on previous human knowledge. In a totally different scenario, deep learning architectures based on reinforcement learning self train 
to beats humans playing chess, Go or Starcraft, and are capable to develop strategies unconceived by humans. 
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Deep learning techniques automatically extract the best internal representation of the data for the given tasks. This representation 
can exploit information currently unknown or ignored by humans. All this has created an extremely versatile framework that can be 
applied massively and transversally to a great variety of domains other than agricultural imaging or medical signal analysis, such as 
productive industry or Quality Control among others. 
 
The images, tables, schemes or graphs should preferably be placed as indicated in the previous section. If they require a larger size 
in order to be visible, they should be provided separately, placing only the feet in the desired place. 
 
The equations will be expressed leaving lines of separation between the previous and the subsequent text. If they are numbered, 
give the number at the end of the line and take care of the consecutive numbering. If they exceed the length of the line, they will be 
provided separately, placing only the number in the desired place, as indicated in the previous section. 
 
Care should be taken that quotations referring to the bibliography throughout the text indicate the order number and identification in 
the shortest possible way, and this when the fundamental ideas are contributed, without excessive repetitions that take up space and 
make the reading overwhelming. (Arial Narrow, normal, 10) 
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